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ABSTRACT

The VIoT (Visual Internet of Things) connects virtual information world with real world objects using

sensors and pervasive computing. For video surveillance in VIoT, ChD (Change Detection) is a critical

component. ChD algorithms identify regions of change in multiple images of the same scene recorded

at different time intervals for video surveillance. This paper presents performance comparison of

histogram thresholding and classification ChD algorithms using quantitative measures for video

surveillance in VIoT based on salient features of datasets. The thresholding algorithms Otsu, Kapur,

Rosin and classification methods k-means, EM (Expectation Maximization) were simulated in MATLAB

using diverse datasets. For performance evaluation, the quantitative measures used include OSR

(Overall Success Rate), YC (Yule’s Coefficient) and JC (Jaccard’s Coefficient), execution time and

memory consumption. Experimental results showed that Kapur’s algorithm performed better for

both indoor and outdoor environments with illumination changes, shadowing and medium to fast moving

objects. However, it reflected degraded performance for small object size with minor changes. Otsu

algorithm showed better results for indoor environments with slow to medium changes and nomadic

object mobility. k-means showed good results in indoor environment with small object size producing

slow change, no shadowing and scarce illumination changes.

Key Words: Change Detection, Video Surveillance, Image Processing, Simulation, Visual Internet of

Things.
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with each other”. It emerged from amalgamation of

ubiquitous computing and WSN (Wireless Sensor

Networks). The applications of IoT are humongous,

encompassing smart homes, intelligent transportation,

health assistance, security, environment monitoring, smart
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1. INTRODUCTION

The term IoT (Internet of Things) was first used

by Lee et. al. [1] defined IoT, also called the

Internet of Everything or the Industrial Internet,

“is a new technology paradigm envisioned as a global

network of machines and devices capable of interacting
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shopping and surveillance [2]. VIoT deals with image and

video processing in particular [3]. In recent years, IoT

and VIoT have garnered huge research interest due to

evolving and merging heterogeneous technologies.

Surveillance refers to monitoring of behavior, objects and

events whereas DVS (Digital Video Surveillance) is simply

surveillance conducted using cameras. DVS has found

widespread role in security [4] in urban, industrial and

defense sectors. Other applications include monitoring

of assets, measuring traffic flow and vehicle trajectories,

detection of accidents on highways, logging and

monitoring pedestrian congestion in public areas,

compiling customer demographics in markets and parks,

measuring flow of people in troubled areas, in bio-hazard

industries like nuclear reactor for process control or in

defense for target surveillance and tracking via drones.

Furthermore, DVS may be performed using close circuits

TVs (CCTVs) or DVRs (Digital Video Recorder) which are

capable of capturing and storing large amount of video

and can generate alerts and emails based on what is seen

on these cameras. On the contrary, DVS may be part of

homogeneous VWSN (Visual Wireless Sensor Networks)

[5] or VIoT containing heterogeneous devices with

varying computational and storage capabilities. These

devices may include resource constrained visual sensor

nodes, with lower cost, smaller size, limited processing

power, average quality cameras and smart phones cameras

[6]. Computationally powerful device such as gateway is

used to relay the information to Back Office.  For low-

form factor VIoT devices, it is required to employ

techniques which pose less computational and

communication overhead [7].

A common DVS for VIoT comprises several phases as

shown in Fig. 1. ChD is performed as in–network

processing on low-form factor VIoT devices. For video

surveillance, object classification and tracking is done as

Back-office processing on servers.

The efficiency and effectiveness of VIoT based DVS is

dependent upon algorithms used at every step. This paper

focuses on comparison of various ChD algorithms suitable

for resource constrained devices in VIoT.

ChD refers to monitoring temporal changes in images.

ChD algorithms can be categorized in several ways. One

way to categorize them is based on image representation

[8] namely pixel based, region based and edge based.

Another categorization is based on algorithm being

supervised or unsupervised. ChD algorithms can employ

different techniques. Examples include image differencing,

image ratioing, image regression, principle component

analysis and component vector analysis [9]. Image

differencing and rationing are computationally

inexpensive and can easily be implemented on low-form

factor devices with minimal resources which makes these

techniques well suited for VIoT and VWSN.

For VIoT devices, ChD must be implemented using

computationally inexpensive techniques to conserve

memory, CPU (Central Processing Unit) cycles and battery

power. Consider a typical VIoT based DVS system, where

multiple VIoT devices such as visual sensor nodes, smart

cameras acquire images and execute ChD algorithm. If

change is detected, data is transmitted to gateway. The

gateway forwards data to Back office for further

processing. This process is represented in Fig. 2.

FIG. 1. STEPS EMPLOYED IN VISUAL SURVEILLANCE FOR VIOT
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ChD algorithms have been  compared previously as well

[10-11]. However, as far as the authors know, there is no

reported work that compares and suggests appropriate

ChD algorithms for VIoT based specific environment

settings. The scenarios where slow change and/or rapid

change and illumination changes in indoor and/or outdoor

are present. This work simulates multiple ChD algorithms

and evaluates the performance of each in different

environment settings using quantitative measures such

as OSR, JC and YC. The algorithms that have been

compared are pixel-based, unsupervised using image

differencing. The algorithms list includes histogram

thresholding algorithms Otsu, Rosin, Kapur and

classification methods k-Means and EM [10,12].

The remainder of the manuscript is organized as follows;

Section 2 provides a detailed review of related work;

Section 3 describes the simulation framework, evaluation

parameters along with results and performance analysis.

Sections 4 and 5 summarize the results and suggest

possible future work.

2. RELATED WORK

There have been various studies to compare and

evaluate the performance of ChD algorithms to analyze

their efficacy using different quantitative measures.

Patra et. al. [13] investigated histogram thresholding

algorithms for ChD. The authors compared Otsu, Kapur,

Kittler, Huang and Liu’s thresholding algorithms on

three different image data sets in terms of number of

false alarms (unchanged pixels identified as changed

ones), number of missed alarms (changed pixels

categorized as unchanged ones) and overall error

calculated as sum of false and missed alarms. The

authors used three diverse multi-temporal datasets

consisting of satellite images of terrestrial areas of the

Island of Sardinia Italy, Mexico, and the Peloponnesian

Peninsula, Greece. All the algorithms evaluated were

histogram thresholding based and tested only on

satellite images of aforementioned three cities. It was

shown by obtained results that Liu’s and Kapur’s

algorithms performed better.

FIG. 2. TYPICAL DVS SYSTEM IN VIOT
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Coelho et. al. [14] compared thresholding, classification

and merging algorithms for ChD. Three thresholding

algorithms namely Ridler-Calvard, Otsu, Mean Pixel Value,

three classification algorithms including two variants of

Watershed, Srinivasa et al. and a merging algorithm by

Lin et. al.  was used. The authors utilized biomedical

imagery data set consisting of 97 fluorescence microscopy

images. The authors employed similarity measures, Rand

and JC for performance evaluation. The evaluation results

concluded that Lin, et. al. merging algorithm performed

unsurpassably. Ursula et. al. [15] evaluated six

thresholding algorithms (Isodata, Otsu, Minimum error,

Moment-preserving, Pun and fuzzy and a manual method)

against k-means to analyze features of bread crumb images.

The authors generated image dataset using fifteen white

bread loaves sliced in 15mm thick pieces and scanned.

The authors concluded that fuzzy, Isodata, Otsu and

moment-preserving algorithms generated good and

consistent results. Fuzzy algorithm performed well on

images with large void areas in particular.

Minu et. al. [16] evaluated performance of ChD algorithms.

The authors’ perspective was to use multiple techniques

namely image differencing, image ratioing, CVA (Change

Vector Analysis), TCT (Tasseled Cap Transformation) and

PCA (Principal Component Analysis) for change image

computation. Furthermore, they applied Ridler-Calvard

[17] thresholding algorithm to all five obtained change

images. The dataset used was satellite images of an

agricultural village belur situated in Karnataka, India over

the span of 7 years during which Yagachi dam was

commissioned. The satellite imagery captured the

agricultural area in dry weather to obtain fogless and cloud

free images. The authors concluded that overall best

performance was shown by CVA. Also, image differencing

was found to be suitable for ChD in biomass content and

vegetation health. The authors recommended PCA for

ChD in water quality and vegetation type; Tasseled cap

transformation in regeneration and deforestation.

However, image rationing did not perform well for ChD in

the area under investigation.

Rosin et. al. [18] compared  performance of eight different

thresholding algorithms for ChD. The algorithms selected

included   Ridler-Calvard, Tsai, Otsu, Kapur, Normal fitting,

Huang-Wang, Yager and Rosin thresholding algorithms.

Evaluation parameters chosen for result comparison were

PCC (Percentage Correct Classification), YC and JC. But

the dataset was limited to uniform floor image sequence

and textured floor image sequence only. Kapur algorithm

was found to perform well for change detection in

presence of shadowing. Normal fitting, Tsai, and Rosin

algorithms produced good results except where

shadowing was present. Yager fuzziness algorithm

performed the worst. Overall best performance was

demonstrated by Tsai, Kapur, Rosin and Normal fitting

respectively.

One of major applications of VIoT is video surveillance.

VIoT based DVS is used for home security, target tracking,

monitoring hazardous areas, object identification and

outdoor surveillance. Zhang et. al. [3] proposed a VIoT

system based on combination of conventional camera

color image and depth image. The proposed system

performed data fusion on both images to extract features

for object identification. Meyer et. al. [19] proposed a

framework supporting energy efficient image capture

using low complexity wireless cameras, image

enhancement, object detection and object state

publication on IoT. In work done by Zarghami [20], a

VMS (Video Monitoring System) was developed for VIoT

incorporating a middleware to support interoperability.

For efficient VMS, ChD is the crucial step requiring

effective algorithms suitable for low-form factor VIoT

devices. Maggiani et. al. [21] designed a histogram

extractor algorithm targeting FPGA based smart cameras

with low cost and complexity. In a distributed VIoT

environment, the proposed algorithm can be used for

thresholding based ChD.
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Su et. al. [22] proposed a real time adaptive thresholding

algorithm by computing different threshold values from

local regions of change and then combined these

threshold values by taking average. This final global

threshold is then used for ChD. They used three different

scenarios for evaluation of results and compared their

proposed algorithm with other thresholding algorithms

namely Otsu, Poisson, Euler, and Kapur. However, their

comparisons were more focused on qualitative

evaluations rather than quantitative. They used JC

(JaccardCoefficient) as a quantitative measure but as it is

discussed in section 3.1 Table 4, JC does not respond

wellto the effects of bad background estimation. They

also specified that the average computation time of their

proposed method is several times better than Euler and

Poisson method but they have not provided any details

of experimental or simulation results regarding

computation time.

Gargi et. al. [23] conducted performance evaluation and

characterization of different video shot-ChDmethods for

video sequence indexing. They compared algorithms on

the basis of detection of cuts and gradual transition in

four sequences of MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group)

video.Algorithms evaluated included color histogram

methods using ninedifferent color spaces, four different

frame measures, three different representations of

histogram and six variants of MPEG standards MPEG-A

to MPEG-F and three block matching algorithms in

different combination for experiments. They used window

average thresholding, computed over local regions

instead of a global threshold. They concluded that the

color-histogram-based methods work well for cut

detection with better tradeoff between recall and

precision.Specifically, histogram intersection method was

the best. They suggested that combined 3D or 1D

methods are better than 2D methods which signifies that

luminance plays an important role in shot ChD. They

recommended Munshell color space and MPEG-E as it

considers all frames in MPEG video stream instead of

selective frames.Their work specifically targets shot

ChDin colored MPEG video streams and they evaluate

the algorithms mainly in terms of recall and precision

measures using the notion of false alarms and false

detections.

Aach et. al. [24] proposed and evaluated statistical model

based video change detection targeted on noise handling.

They compared statistical significance tests for ChD based

on grayscale difference image. They used local squared

sum of differencesinside a small sliding window based

on Gaussian-distributed camera noise and sum of absolute

differences as test statistic, both with tunable significance

level. They proposed ChD as a null hypothesis of whether

change is detected or not. They used the significance

test to mark center pixel of a sliding window either changed

or unchanged. Then they used Markov random field

based refining method for smoothing and forming well

defined boundaries between changed and unchanged

areas, sparse small region removal, taking into account

actual image data instead of binary change mask.

Ortego et. al. [25] proposed usage of foreground and

motion images history for stationary foreground

detection. They used both pixel level and frame level

analysis of foreground and motion data. They extracted

foreground features using background subtraction as well

as computed foreground history by measuring the

foreground temporal variation. Afterwards, they combined

both of these producing an image which depicted

foreground and motion variation over time.The resulting

image was thenthresholded to acquire the stationary

foreground mask. They also performed motion analysis

and motion analysis history evaluation using median filter

over each half of temporal window at a time. The difference

result from both halves was then thresholded using Kapur

algorithm to extract motion regions. Afterwards results

from motion and foreground image history are combined
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using thresholding to produce the final static mask. They

evaluated their work based on precision, recall and F-

measure over four image datasets and showed that it

performed well for high motion and occlusion prone

scenarios.

In this paper, we analyze the performance of ChD

algorithms using diverse datasets which is then shown

to representVIoT application scenarios. This work

compares the performance of pixel based and

unsupervised ChD algorithms and identifies appropriate

algorithm based on IoT scenario requirements for

effectiveness and efficiency. To represent indoor and

outdoor environment, the datasets selected for simulation

contain salient features such as varying number of objects,

different lighting and illumination conditions and sudden,

rapid and slow change in successive images.

The simulation work focuses on computing ‘change

image’ using image differencing and then compares five

ChD algorithms based on OSR, YC, JC measures.  Based

on the simulation results, a detailed performance analysis

of ChD algorithms is presented. The work also highlights

the guidelines for applicability of ChD algorithms for video

surveillance in IoT.

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Performance of ChD algorithms can be evaluated

qualitatively and quantitatively based on the application

requirements. For qualitative evaluation, the user is

displayed images successively while the ‘change mask’

produced by the ChD algorithm can be superimposed

onto the image to make the change more visible.

Furthermore, color codes may be used to differentiate

between original image and change image. As for

quantitative evaluation, it is based on the comparison of

the output produced by ChD algorithm in relation to the

‘ground truth’. The ground truth is an application specific

reference image which gives the exact output as required

in a particular scenario [12]. As for the comparison of

quantitative and qualitative evaluations, quantitative

methods are better as they can be reproduced more reliably

and are unbiased.

In various studies on image ChD, different evaluation

parameters were used. Gonzalo Pajares et. al. [26] evaluated

image change detection based on CDR (Correct Detection

Rate) and FAT (False Alarm Rate). The authors used two

data set; a synthetic dataset generated by commercial

IKONOS satellite. The other was real dataset consisting

of frames sequence representing varying illumination

conditions both in indoor and outdoor. José Sigut et. al.

[27] used PCC and YC for image ChD evaluation. Ilsever

et. al. [28] used PCC, YC and JC to evaluate performance

of ChD. The authors used two video sequences obtained

from human-machine interaction scenario with diverse

illumination conditions. The terms PCC, CDR and Overall

Success Rate have been used alternatively to represent

same accuracy measure in text, which is also the most

widely used evaluation parameter.

3.1 Performance Evaluation Measures

Confusion matrix for analysis of English alphabets was

first proposed by Townsend [29] and its usage in machine

learning was popularized by Provost et. al. [30]. Confusion

matrix construction has become a de facto standard to

use in image processing for result categorization as well.

Table 1 shows the confusion matrix for evaluation of ChD

algorithms.

Vincent et. al. [28] discussed several categories of

accuracy measures for comparison of classifiers including

association measures such as: chi-square-based

measures (Coefficient, Pearson’s, Cramer’s), YC,

Matthew’s correlation coefficient, OSR, sensitivity,

producer’s accuracy, Dice’s asymmetric index, F-measure

and JC. The authors divided these accuracy measures

into different categories which are depicted in Table 2.
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The authors suggested to use simple accuracy measures

such as OSR, TPR and TNR as their interpretation in

accordance with data is straight forward. They

recommended OSR as widely adapted measure and F-

measure or JC to target specific class. They also

suggested that similar trends are shown by multiple

measures such as F-measure and JC, ICSI and

Kulczynski’s measure.

OSR is the most direct and commonly used parameter to

evaluate algorithms in computer vision. However, it is

not suitable when change is relatively small in

comparison to the overall image itself [18]. So JC and YC

help in overcoming the possibility of high rates of TN

(True Negative) and small ChD in the image. JC excludes

TN resulting in higher values of JC if TP value is large,

which means detected change was identified correctly.

However, it must be noticed that YC cannot be used

when there is no change in the images at all as one of

the denominators will become zero in this case and all

pixels will be classified as one class. Therefore, to avoid

this exception, ‘special condition’ must be added to avoid

dividing by zero. Consider a WSN deployed unattended

in a remote sensing area. To avoid physical manipulation

of SN (Sensor Nodes), VS (Visual Sensors) are deployed

to periodically capture images of WSN field. This

scenario represents a large number of small objects. In

this case, the image sequence captured by VS contain

small change, requiring the use of JC and YC along with

OSR as discussed earlier.

In order to measure effectiveness and efficiency of ChD

algorithms, the following measures were selected as

shown in Table 3.

The suitability of these evaluation measures is

described in Table 4 in form of their strengths,

limitations and suitability for evaluating certain kind

of image changes.
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TABLE 1. CONFUSION MATRIX FOR IMAGE CHANGE DETECTION

TABLE 2. CATEGORIZATION OF ACCURACY MEASURES [27]
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4. SIMULATION

The following histogram thresholding and classification

algorithms for ChD were compared: Otsu [32], Kapur [33],

Rosin [34], k-means and EM. For simulation, hardware

and software specifications are summarized in Table 5.

For performance comparison of ChD algorithms, eleven

widely used data sets representing various indoor,

outdoor environment with static to fast moving objects

demonstrating change and illumination variation were

used. The source of datasets is at [35]. The salient features

for scene description, identified in selected datasets are

summarized in Table 6.

Fig. 3 depicts feature set of datasets pictorially,

representing feature wise richness of datasets. It can be

seen that dataset No. 11 stands out as it depicts extreme

end of feature combination such as high object mobility,

image source mobility, illumination changes, shadowing,

fast change, variety of objects and of different sizes (small,

medium and large). However, dataset No. 5 represents a

common feature combination comprising of indoor

environment, static object mobility, no image source

mobility, medium change, moderate number of objects

and medium object size. These environments are shown

particularly to shed some light on individual algorithms

in action.
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TABLE 3. QUANTITATIVE MEASURES FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF CHD ALGORITHMS

TABLE 4. QUANTITATIVE MEASURES STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS

TABLE 5. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS
FOR SIMULATION
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TABLE 6. FEATURE SET EXTRACTED FROM DATASETS FOR SCENE DESCRIPTION USED IN SIMULATION

.oNtesataD tnemnorivnE
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ytiliboM

teSerutaeF
fo.oN
stcejbO

eziStcejbO
ecruoSegamI

ytiliboM
noitanimullI

segnahC
gniwodahS

egnahC
epyT

1 roodtuO citatS seY seY seY wolS weF egraL

2 roodnI citatS oN seY oN wolS weF llamsdnamuideM

3 roodnI cidamoN oN seY oN muideM weF muideM

4 roodnI citatS oN oN oN wolS weF muideM

5 roodnI citatS oN seY seY muideM etaredoM muideM

6 roodnI cidamoN oN oN oN wolS etaredoM muideM

7 roodnI citatS oN seY oN wolS weF llamS

8 roodtuO citatS seY seY seY tsaF weF egraL

9 roodnI cidamoN oN oN oN muideM etaredoM llamsdnamuideM

01 roodtuO cidamoN seY seY seY tsaF ynaM muideM

11 roodnI hgih seY seY seY tsaF ynaM egraLdnamuidem,llamS

FIG. 3. PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF ATTRIBUTES OF DATASETS

Fig. 4 illustrates results of all five ChD algorithms for one

sample of data set No. 5, demonstrating an indoor

environment where two persons are talking and

background screen shows different statistics. From Fig.

4(a-b), it can be seen that there are only minor changes in

both images. The person on the left slightly turned his

head toward the other person. Such image sequence is

an example of small change by medium sized objects. The
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image is segmented colored in green and yellow

illustrating unchanged and changed regions. According

to visual comparison, k-means algorithm generated better

result in comparison with the other algorithms as it did

not identify any change in background but only in

position and posture of two persons which moved

marginally in Image-2 from Image-1.

Fig. 5 shows results of all five ChDs algorithms for one

sample of data set No. 11, representing movement of table

tennis player. Fig. 5(a-b) mark two images from video

sequence at two different times. The green area in change

image represents regions where no change was identified

by the algorithm whereas yellow area signifies regions

where change was detected. It can be seen from Fig. 5

that Kapur algorithm produced minimum noise in change

image whereas Rosin and Otsu generated change images

with slightly higher noise. Change image generated by k-

means and EM detected change in regions where actually

there was no change.

4.1 Results Discussion

From Fig. 6-7, Overall Kapur’s OSR values were

consistently highest except for dataset No. 2,6,7 and 9.

For datasets 2, 7 k-means achieved maximum value of

OSR. From Table 3, high value of OSR depicts large TP

and TN computed, which signifies correct classification.

Referring to Table 6, it can be observed that datasets 2

and 7 have some common features namely indoor

environment with static object mobility, few number of

objects, no image source mobility, no shadowing, scarce

illumination changes and slow change. It can be inferred

that for such environment k-means is a suitable algorithm

for ChD. Similarly, Otsu generated highest values for

datasets 6 and 9. Datasets 6 and 9 also shared same

features namely indoor environment with nomadic object

mobility, no image source mobility, moderate number of

objects of medium size, no shadowing, no illumination

changes and medium change as shown in Table 6.

Therefore, it can be ascertained that Otsu is suitable for

environments sharing such features.

FIG. 4. RESULTS OF CHD ALGORITHMS ON ONE SAMPLE OF DATA SET NO. 5 REPRESENTING SMALL CHANGE
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It is evident from Fig 7, that Otsu has the highest

average value followed by Kapur, Rosin, k-means and

EM respectively. However, it must be noticed that Otsu

and Kapur’s overall averages across all eleven data

sets are practically comparable.  Kapur shows

consistently good performance across all data sets

whereas Otsu did not perform well in most of the data

sets. But, in case of data sets 6 and 9, Otsu outperformed

all other algorithms hence leveraging its average value

of OSR.

For similarity measure YC, Otsu and Kapur achieved

similar results to OSR as shown in Figs. 8-9. Maximum

value of YC is 1. Overall Kapur’s YC values were

consistently highest except for datasets 2 and 7 in which

Rosin achieved maximum value of YC. Otsu generated

higher values for datasets 6 and 9.

FIG. 5. RESULTS OF CHD ALGORITHMS ON ONE SAMPLE OF DATA SET NO. 11 REPRESENTING FAST CHANGE BY SMALL TO
MEDIUM OBJECTS

FIG. 6. COMPARISON ACCORDING TO OSR
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FIG. 7. OSR AVERAGE ACROSS ALL ELEVEN DATASETS

FIG. 8. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON USING YC

FIG. 9. YC AVERAGE ACROSS ALL ELEVEN DATASETS

YC Otsu

YC Kapu

YC Rosin

YC Kmeans

YC EM
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In case of similarity measure JC, the results produced

by ChD algorithms exhibit significant variation as k-

means outperformed all other algorithms in five datasets

2, 3, 4, 5, 7 followed by Otsu, Rosin, EM and Kapur

respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 10. These five datasets

shared some common features such as indoor

environment, with static or nomadic object mobility,

varying illumination, no image source mobility and slow

or medium change. Shadowing was missing in all cases

except in dataset 5. Kapur generated lowest JC values

indicating that for smaller number of TPs and large

number of TNs in change image, change is very small in

consecutive images. In this case, Kapur algorithm

showed poor performance and unable to detect such

small change. k-means algorithm performed well in case

of small change as compared to whole image.

According to JC measure, the maximum average value

was attained by k-means algorithm, followed by Otsu,

Rosin, EM and kapur in descending order, as shown in

Fig. 11. In case of OSR and YC, similar trend was shown

by Otsu and Kapoor across most of the data sets as

discussed earlier. However, for JC unalike results were

obtained with overall best performance shown by k-

means, specifically for datasets with small changes in

consecutive images.

FIG. 10. COMPARISON OF CHD ALGORITHMS ACCORDING TO JC

Fig. 11. JC average of ChD algorithms across all datasets
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Fig. 12 shows execution time for individual datasets.

Execution time of Otsu, Kapur and k-means was

approximately similar for all datasets. Rosin consumed

slightly higher execution time for dataset 8. EM

consistently used up greater execution time in comparison

with other algorithms and again showed high spike at

dataset 8. In this particular dataset, an outdoor

environment with static object mobility, image source

mobility, illumination changes, shadowing and fast change

were present.

Fig. 13represent average execution time for all ChD

algorithms. Otsu, kapur and k-means displayed

approximately similar results with averages being

0.000103, 0.000271 and 0.000294, respectively over all

datasets. EM showed worst performance in terms of

execution time with average of 11.64427.  Rosin algorithm

performed better than EM with average 1.409745 seconds,

reflecting that except EM algorithm remaining algorithms

consumed almost similar amount of execution time.

This is evident from Figs. 14-15 that k-means consumed

maximum amount of memory space during execution. Otsu

and Kapur showed comparable result for memory

consumption. Best memory efficiency is shown by Kapur

and Otsu utilizing an average of 2271.789KB and 2271.97

KB.  Subsequently, Rosin, EM and k-means utilized

2873.485KB, 5279.185KB and 5921.769KB, respectively.

Thresholding algorithms were memory efficient requiring

least amount of memory, particularly Kapur and Otsu.

Rosin also consumed lesser memory than k-means and

EM algorithm. It can be concluded from result produced

that for low-form factor VIoT devices thresholding

algorithms are most suitable due to high time and memory

efficiency.

FIG. 12. EXECUTION TIME (IN SEC) OF ALL FIVE CHD ALGORITHMS

FIG. 13. EXECUTION TIME AVERAGE ACROSS ALL DATASETS
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5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have carried out quantitative

comparison of various image thresholding and

classification techniques based on multitude of

accuracy measures for change detection in VIoTs. It is

concluded that Kapur algorithm performs well in

presence of image source mobility, illumination and

shadowing changes, varying number and sizes of

object in both indoor and outdoor environments.

Hence, it can be applied for ChD in numerous VIoT

scenarios involving slow to fast change.  However,

Kapur algorithm is not suitable for scenarios where

FIG. 15. MEMORY CONSUMPTION AVERAGE (KBS) ACROSS ALL DATASET

change is small. It was observed from the performance

evaluation that Otsu algorithm is suitable for indoor

environment with nomadic object mobility and slow to

medium change. k-means algorithm was found to be

appropriate for indoor environment with small and slow

change, provided it has no shadowing, few illumination

changes and low or no mobility of objects as well as

image source. Considering time and memory efficiency,

thresholding algorithms are more efficient as compared

to classification methods. Hence, thresholding

algorithms are well suited for resource constrained VIoT

devices. However, for VIoT scenarios with small change

FIG. 14. MEMORY CONSUMPTION (KBS) ACROSS ALL DATASETS
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and stringent memory resources, k-means is not

suitable due to higher memory consumption. In such

cases, Rosin algorithm provides better tradeoff

providing small ChD and low computational complexity

of thresholding.

With the emergence of middleware for VIoTs, the scope

of the study can be extended to solve the ChD problem.

As ANN (Artificial Neural Networks), principal

component analysis, and change vector analysis can be

run at the BackOffice to explore further possibilities.

Relationship among OSR, YC and JC can be further studied

to gain more insight in the results obtained along with

inclusion of other accuracy measures as suggested for

better evaluation of ChD algorithms.
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